Abstract. This paper presents a method for the investigations of the gravity flow of granular materials based on the analysis of CT images.
Introduction
The aims of the process measurements can be considered in several aspects. Two main aspects concern on gaining a fundamental understanding of process phenomena (in space and time) and on-line control of a process using feedback from derived information [18, 23, 32] . The second approach is used in industrial systems, when the process is already correctly understood. The first aspect is used usually for achieving this objective.
The most important aspect in the control systems is prevention the disorders. In order to understand of unwanted phenomena are conducted investigations using different kind of measurements techniques [13, 18, 21] . In the case of gravitational flow the analysis of flow behaviour is usually carried out in the silo models in laboratory environment, what allows to use more sophisticated measurement tools. Such approach provides the complex knowledge about process and the drawn conclusion from research can be adopted to monitor of the silo flow in industrial scale.
Full details of the granular flow can be presented in images gathered by using the vision system based on CCD camera or tomography equipment. Main issue is to extract complex information from the obtained data. This paper described method of tomography image processing in order to track the tracer particles in the silo models during the discharging process. At the beginning it will be briefly described the process of the unloading silos and informa-K. Grudzień, M. Gonzalez tion, literature review, on the methods of determining the flow velocity fields using the tracer particles will be given.
Silo flow
Silos are intended for the bulk storage of bulk solids and powders [24] . The main tasks of these containers are protection and storing solid materials and also as an important link between transporting lines in many industrial processes. Silos are often used also to heating or cooling, aeration or fumigation of powders. In industry plants can one meet silo for mixing and blending of products. Depending on destination can find in industry different types of silos varying by size, shape and material of construction. In presented paper the investigated flow takes place in a model silo used for storing and protecting particle.
The details about silo size and shape are given in chapter 2.
The gravitational flow is a typical way to unload a bulk material from container. The gravitational flow appears after open the silo outlet. Different types of flow regimes may occur during discharging the silo, (see Fig. 1 ). In industrial applications mass flow is the best option in order to achieve stable discharge conditions and to ensure the whole charge of material in the container is delivered.
Mass flow is characterized by all the material discharging uniformly with the same downward velocity across the entire cross section area, hence at a constant mass discharge rate. In contrast in 'funnel' or 'core' flow, as the name suggests, material is flowing only in the centre of the silo giving rise to stagnant zones of material at the walls of the container. One of the key problems in control systems of the silo discharging process is the monitoring of the dynamic effects level, which are results dynamic interaction between vibrating, being unloaded from the silo, material and silo structure [8, 31] . Resonance vibration raises the pressure on walls and bottom, which in turn may cause malfunction or even construction catastrophe. On the experimental basis, several sources of extensive dynamic effects in silos, may causes several unwanted phenomena [4, 16, 30, 33] :
• slip -stick behaviour between stored solids and silo walls,
• grain collisions and a frozen disorder of the bulk solid,
• insufficient flow ability of the silo fill,
• propagating longitudinal stress waves due to a resonant interaction between the granular material and the silo structure which were induced at the outlet,
• alternating flow patterns during flow,
• non-linear change of the wall friction with flow velocity,
• acceleration and deceleration of the granular material at the transition between the bin and hopper,
• internal slip-stick,
• solid dilation during flow.
Visualization and image processing in industrial processes measurements
The use of the visualization systems and the image analysis of multiphase flow is important for the understanding of the physical principles of process flow in many In these methods are used correlation techniques based on the distribution of brightness and tracking of particle distribution patterns in the image and subsequent images. To 
where i =1, . . . , k represents number of homogeneous material structure, which are scanning by X-ray beams, 
X-ray data correction
The obtained directly signal from 2D X-ray detector generates 2D radiograph images with low quality. The ob- The appearing artefacts can be eliminated, especially if they are results of the heterogeneous character of the sensor response on the X-radiation. Applied pre-processing calibration is the first step to obtain the better quality image -called 'raw data' image [11, 17, 22, 26] . The system calibration gives better signal fittings between low (lack of 
where k is scaling factor, I raw is detector image -representation of signal directly obtained from 2D detector.
After calibration is possible to find in radiography images pixel with too low or the pixel is saturated. For eliminated such problems can be apply image processing methods.
There are several techniques that can be used to achieve between different area of silo can be lost, during image processing. It is possible to find shape and size of funnel by applied thresholding (Fig. 10) , however the information about the real level concentration in the stagnant zone at the silo wall area is missing. 
Methods of tracking the tracer particles
The proposed method of flow behaviour tracking is based on 3D tomography images and 2D radiography. Between each the 3D visualization, when silo outlet was closed, the 
Particle detection on 3D tomography image
The 3D tomography images contain information of a static distribution of mixture sand and tracer particles.
The task of algorithm, in its first step, is to find these particles, locating them in the space, save their position and plot the results in 3D image (see Fig. 6 ). In order to detect the particles were used 3 different criteria, defined by pixels intensity, shape and area of region occupied by tracer particles. On Fig. 7 are presented the results of each criterion for the single slice of tomography 3D image. qualified to the last criterion (see Fig. 7(c) ). The last criterion is based on roundness rules of objects. In this step is determined similarity between a perfect circumference and all objects. It is estimated the eccentricity of group of pixels, which belong to the earlier determined objects on binary image. Eccentricity of ellipse is in the range of <0, 1> and is equal 0, when shape is perfect circumference.
When this value is close to 1, the shape of object is far from the ellipse shape. In this criterion are deleted these objects which are far from a circular shape (see Fig. 7(d) ).
The best results for were obtained for value of a circumference shape in range of '0.5 ÷0.8'. Depending on the results obtained from the previously steps of the algorithm, user can choose the best value for circumference shape, observing the influence of the parameter value on the results quality. 
Particle detection on 2D radiography images
A detection tracer particles on 2D radiography is more complex task. This is due to quality of radiography im- detector. In the case of more absorbing material the photons intensity on the detector has lower value and for 16bits per pixels the level of photons intensity on detector is in the range <0, 2 13 >. However the most interesting time of process concerns on the stable funnel flow (see Fig. 3 ), where the level of photons intensity reaches value maximum 2 11 . In order to improve radiography image quality was applied normalization methods [11] . Based on calculated minimum and maximum X-ray intensity, equalization procedure was applied:
where I detector -X-ray intensity acquired on detector plane, I min represented, distribution on detector plane, 
2D radiography images processing
Based on these same criteria as for 3D tomography image Increasing of particles number gives worse the results.
In this aspect algorithm needs more improvements. Although the obtained results, based on current version of algorithm, allow to track, chosen by user, particles with a priori knowledge about properties of used tracer particles.
The results showed the compatibility with the known behaviours of silo flow.
